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SENATE No. 775
By Ms. Jacques, a petition (accompanied by bill. Senate, No. 775) of

Cheryl A. Jacques, David B. Cohen, Lois G. Pines, the League of
Women Voters of Massachusetts, by Nancy Carapazza, president,
Anne M. Paulsen, other members of the General Court and the Women’s
Bar Association, by Sarah McClean, president, for legislation to protect
children from domestic violence in custody and visitation proceedings.
The Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Seven

An Act protecting children from domestic violence in custody

AND VISITATION PROCEEDINGS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 31 of chapter 208 of the General Laws, as
2 appearing in the 1994 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 striking out, in lines 38 and 39, the words “has been the perpe-
-4 trator of domestic violence,”.

1 SECTION 2. Said section 31 of chapter 208 is hereby further
2 amended by inserting after the word “merits”, in line 49, the
3 following;— ; except as provided for in section thirty-one A.

1 SECTION 3. Chapter 208 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding after section 31 the following section: —

3 Section 31 A. In issuing any temporary or permanent custody
4 order, the probate and family court shall consider evidence of past
5 or present abuse toward a parent or child as a factor contrary to
6 the best interest of the child. “Abuse”, as used in this section,
7 shall mean the occurrence of one or more of the following acts
8 between a parent and the other parent or between a parent and
9 child: (a) attempting to cause or causing physical harm;

10 (b) placing another in fear of imminent serious physical harm;
11 (c) causing another to engage involuntarily in sexual relations by
12 force, threat or duress. A probate and family court’s finding by a
13 preponderance of the evidence that a pattern or serious incidence
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14 of abuse has occurred shall create a rebuttable presumption that it
15 is not in the best interest of the child to be placed in sole custody,
16 shared legal custody, or shared physical custody with the abusive
17 parent. The presumption may be rebutted by a preponderance of
18 the evidence that such a custody award is in the best interest of the
19 child. For the purposes of this section, an "abusive parent” shall
20 mean a parent who has committed a pattern of abuse or a serious
21 incidence of abuse.
22 For the purposes of this section, the issuance of an order or
23 orders under chapter two hundred and nine A shall not in and of
24 itself constitute “a pattern or serious incidence of abuse”; pro-
-25 vided, however, that the underlying facts upon which such order
26 or orders were based may also form the basis for a finding by the
27 probate and family court that a pattern or serious incidence of
28 abuse has occurred.
29 If the court awards temporary or permanent sole custody, shared
30 legal custody, or shared physical custody to the abusive parent the
31 court shall make written findings of fact demonstrating that such
32 custody award is in furtherance of the child’s best interests and
33 that such award provides for the safety and well-being of the
34 child, and the safety of the abused parent.
35 If ordering visitation to the abusive parent the court shall pro-
-36 vide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety of
37 the abused parent. The court may consider:
38 (a) ordering an exchange of the child to occur in a protected
39 setting or in the presence of an appropriate third party;
40 (b) ordering visitation supervised by an appropriate third party,
41 visitation center, or agency;
42 (c) ordering the abusive parent to attend and complete, to the
43 satisfaction of the court, a certified batterer’s treatment program
44 as a condition of visitation;
45 (d) ordering the abusive parent to abstain from possession or
46 consumption of alcohol or controlled substances during the visita-
-47 tion and for twenty-four hours preceding visitation;
48 (e) ordering the abusive parent to pay the costs of supervised
49 visitation;
50 (f) prohibiting overnight visitation;
51 (g) requiring a bond from the abusive parent for the return and
52 safety of the child;
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53 (h) ordering an investigation or appointment of a guardian
54 ad litem or attorney for the child;
55 (i) imposing any other condition that is deemed necessary to
56 provide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety
57 of the abused parent.
58 Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the right of
59 the parties to a hearing under the rules of domestic relations pro-
-60 cedure or to affect the discretion of the probate and family court
61 in the conduct of such hearings.

1 SECTION 4. Chapter 209 of the General Laws, as appearing
2 in the 1994 Official Edition, is hereby amended by adding after
3 section 37 the following section:—
4 Section 38. In issuing any temporary or permanent custody
5 order, the probate and family court shall consider evidence of past
6 or present abuse toward a parent or child as a factor contrary to
7 the best interest of the child. “Abuse”, as used in this section,
8 shall mean the occurrence of one or more of the following acts
9 between a parent and the other parent or between a parent and

10 child: (a) attempting to cause or causing physical harm; (b) placing
11 another in fear of imminent serious physical harm; (c) causing
12 another to engage involuntarily in sexual relations by force, threat
13 or duress. A probate and family court’s finding by a preponder-
-14 ance of the evidence that a pattern or a serious incidence of abuse
15 has occurred shall create a rebuttable presumption that it is not in
16 the best interest of the child to be placed in sole custody, shared
17 legal custody, or shared physical custody with the abusive parent.
18 The presumption may be rebutted by a preponderance of evidence
19 that such a custody order is in the best interest of the child. For
20 the purposes of this section, an “abusive parent” shall mean a
21 parent who has committed a pattern of abuse or a serious inci-
-22 dence of abuse.
23 For the purposes of this section, the issuance of an order or
24 orders under chapter two hundred and nine A shall not in and of
25 itself constitute “a pattern or serious incidence of abuse”; pro-
-26 vided, however, that the underlying facts upon which such order
27 or orders were based may also form the basis for a finding by the
28 probate and family court that a pattern or serious incidence of
29 abuse has occurred.
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30 If the court awards temporary or permanent sole custody, shared
31 legal custody, or shared physical custody to the abusive parent the
32 court shall make written findings of fact demonstrating that such
33 custody award is in furtherance of the child’s best interests and
34 that such award provides for the safety and well-being of the
35 child, and the safety of the abused parent.
36 If ordering visitation to the abusive parent, the court shall pro-
-37 vide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety of
38 the abused parent. The court may consider:
39 (a) ordering an exchange of the child to occur in a protected set-
-40 ting or in the presence of an appropriate third party;
41 (b) ordering visitation supervised by an appropriate third party,
42 visitation center, or agency;
43 (c) ordering the abusive parent to attend and complete, to the
44 satisfaction of the court, a certified batterer’s treatment program
45 as a condition of visitation;
46 (d) ordering the abusive parent to abstain from possession or
47 consumption of alcohol or controlled substances during the visita-
-48 tion and for twenty-four hours preceding visitation;
49 (e) ordering the abusive parent to pay the costs of supervised
50 visitation;
51 (f) prohibiting overnight visitation;
52 (g) requiring a bond from the abusive parent for the return and
53 safety of the child;
54 (h) ordering an investigation or appointment of a guardian ad
55 litem or attorney for the child;
56 (i) imposing any other condition that is deemed necessary to
57 provide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety
58 of the abused parent.
59 Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the right of
60 the parties to a hearing under the rules of domestic relations pro-
-61 cedure or to affect the discretion of the probate and family court in
62 the conduct of such hearings.

1 SECTION 5. Section 3of Chapter 209 A of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1994 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after the word “child;” in line 18 the following; — pro-
-4 vided, however, that in any case brought in the probate and family

iurt a finding by a preponderance of the evidence that a pattern
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6 or a serious incidence of “abuse”, as defined in section one,
7 toward a parent or child has occurred shall create a rebuttable pre-
-8 sumption that it is not in the best interest of the child to be placed
9 in sole custody, shared legal custody, or shared physical custody

10 with the abusive parent. The presumption may be rebutted by a
11 preponderance of the evidence that such a custody order is in the
12 best interest of the child. For the purposes of this subsection, an
13 “abusive parent” shall mean a parent who has committed a pattern
14 of abuse or a serious incidence of abuse. For purposes of this sub-
-15 section, the issuance of an order or orders under this Chapter shall
16 not in and of itself constitute “a pattern or serious incidence of
17 abuse”; provided, however, that the underlying facts upon which
18 such order or orders were based may also form the basis for a
19 finding by the probate and family court that a pattern or serious
20 incidence of abuse has occurred.
21 If the probate and family court awards temporary or permanent
22 sole custody, shared legal custody, or shared physical custody to
23 the abusive parent the court shall make written findings of fact
24 demonstrating that such custody award is in furtherance of the
25 child’s best interests and that such award provides for the safety
26 and well-being of the child and the safety of the abused parent. In
27 a case brought in the probate and family court, if ordering visita-
-28 tion to the abusive parent the court shall provide for the safety and
29 well-being of the child, and the safety of the abused parent. The
30 probate and family court may consider;
31 (i) ordering an exchange of the child to occur in a protected
32 setting or in the presence of an appropriate third party;
33 (ii) ordering visitation supervised by an appropriate third
34 party, visitation center, or agency;
35 (iii) ordering the abusive parent to attend and complete, to the
36 satisfaction of the court, a certified batterer’s treatment program,
37 as a condition of visitation;
38 (iv) ordering the abusive parent to abstain from possession or
39 consumption of alcohol or controlled substances during the visita-
-40 tion and for twenty-four hours preceding visitation;
41 (v) ordering the abusive parent to pay the costs of supervised
42 visitation;
43 (vi) prohibiting overnight visitation;
44 (vii) requiring a bond from the abusive parent for the return
45 and safety of the child;
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46 (viii) ordering an investigation or appointment of a guardian ad
47 litem or attorney for the child;
48 (ix) imposing any other condition that is deemed necessary to
49 provide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety
50 of the abused parent.
51 Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to affect the right
52 of the parties to a hearing under the rules of domestic relations
53 procedure or to affect the discretion of the probate and family
54 court in the conduct of such hearings.

1 SECTION 6. Section 10 of Chapter 209 C of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1994 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after subsection (d) the following subsection:—
4 (e) In issuing any temporary or permanent custody order, the
5 probate and family court shall consider evidence of past or present
6 abuse toward a parent or child as a factor contrary to the best
7 interest of the child. “Abuse”, as used in this subsection, shall
8 mean the occurrence of one or more of the following acts between
9 a parent and the other parent or between a parent and child:

10 (a) attempting to cause or causing physical harm; (b) placing
11 another in fear of imminent serious physical harm; (c) causing
12 another to engage involuntarily in sexual relations by force, threat
13 or duress. A probate and family court’s finding by a preponder-
-14 ance of the evidence that a pattern or a serious incidence of abuse
15 has occurred shall create a rebuttable presumption that it is not in
16 the best interests of the child to be placed in sole custody, shared
17 legal custody, or shared physical custody with the abusive parent.
18 The presumption may be rebutted by a preponderance of evidence
19 that such a custody award is in the best interest of the child. For
20 the purposes of this subsection, an “abusive parent” shall mean a
21 parent who has committed a pattern or a serious incidence of
22 abuse.
23 For the purposes of this section, the issuance of an order or
24 orders under chapter two hundred and nine A shall not in and of
25 itself constitute “a pattern or serious incidence of abuse”; pro-
-26 vided, however, that the underlying facts upon which such order
27 or orders were based may also form the basis for a finding by the
28 probate and family court that a pattern or serious incidence of
29 abuse has occurred.
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30 If the court awards temporary or permanent sole custody,
31 shared legal custody, or shared physical custody to the abusive
32 parent the court shall make written findings of fact demonstrating
33 that such custody award is in furtherance of the child’s best
34 interest and that such award provides for the safety and well-being
35 of the child, and the safety of the abused parent.
36 If ordering visitation to the abusive parent, the court shall pro-
-37 vide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety of
38 the abused parent. The court may consider:
39 (i) ordering an exchange of the child to occur in a protected
40 setting or in the presence of an appropriate third party;
41 (ii) ordering visitation supervised by an appropriate third
42 party, visitation center, or agency;
43 (iii) ordering the abusive parent to attend and complete, to the
44 satisfaction of the court, a certified batterer’s treatment program,
45 as a condition of visitation;
46 (iv) ordering the abusive parent to abstain from possession or
47 consumption of alcohol or controlled substances during the visita-
-48 tion and for twenty-four hours preceding visitation;
49 (v) ordering the abusive parent to pay the costs of supervised
50 visitation;
51 (vi) prohibiting overnight visitation;
52 (vii) requiring a bond from the abusive parent for the return
53 and safety of the child;
54 (viii) ordering an investigation or appointment of a guardian ad
55 litem or attorney for the child;
56 (ix) imposing any other condition that is deemed necessary to
57 provide for the safety and well-being of the child, and the safety
58 of the abused parent.
59 Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the right of
60 the parties to a hearing under the rules of domestic relations pro-
-61 cedure or to affect the discretion of the probate and family court
62 in the conduct of such hearings.
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